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Van hits London pedestrians
1 KILLED, 10 INJURED » Suspect arrested after
van strikes mosque worshipers leaving prayers
By GRIFF WITTE
WASHINGTON POST

LONDON — A van plowed
into a group of Muslim worshipers as they were leaving prayers
at a pair of north London
mosques early today, witnesses
said, in an incident that police
said had caused “a number of
casualties.”
The incident occurred when

US jet
downs
Syrian
plane

the van sped off the roadway and
swerved into a sidewalk, which
was crowded with hundreds of
people who had just finished the
day’s final prayers for the holy
month of Ramadan, witnesses
reported.
In a statement, police said
that one person had been killed
and that 10 were injured, eight
of whom were hospitalized. The
two people who were not hospi-

An armed
police officer
mans a cordon
on the Seven
Sisters Road at
Finsbury Park
where a vehicle
struck pedestrians in London
early Monday
morning.

talized were treated at the scene.
Police said they were dealing
with “a major incident” and
that they have deployed extra
officers “to reassure communities, especially those observing
Ramadan.”
Police said the Counter Terrorism Command will investigate, suggesting that they think
the incident was a terrorist
attack, although they stopped
short of saying so early Monday.
Video showed police taking
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Officials say warplane
bombed US-backed
forces in civil war
By MICHAEL R. GORDON
AND THOMAS ERDBRINK
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — A U.S. fighter jet shot down a Syrian warplane Sunday after it dropped
bombs near local ground forces
supported by the United States,
the first time the U.S. military
has downed a Syrian aircraft
since the start of the civil war in
2011, officials said.
The confrontation represents
a further escalation between
forces supporting President
Bashar Assad of Syria and the
United States, which has been
directing the military campaign
in Syria and Iraq against the Islamic State.
The American F/A-18 shot
down the Syrian government
warplane south of the town of
Tabqah, on the same day that
Iran’s Revolutionary Guards
Corps launched several midrange missiles from inside Iran
at targets in Syria, hoping to
punish Islamic State forces responsible for last week’s terror
attacks in Tehran.
The Guards Corps said it
“targeted the headquarters and
meeting place and suicide car
assembly line” of “ISIS terrorists” in the province of Deir elZour.
In that province, Islamic State
forces surround an estimated 200,000 people in a government-held section of the provincial capital of the same name.
U.S. officials said there appeared to be no direct connection between the two events, but
they underscored the complexity of a region in which Syria,
Russia, Turkey, Iran, Israel and
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Justin Bartlow of Rohnert Park floats with his daughters Lexie, 8, right, and Regan, 9, on a hot Sunday afternoon at the Spring Lake swimming
lagoon in Santa Rosa.

Cool-seekers fill pools, movie theaters, strip stores of air conditioners
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

B

listering heat baked the North Coast
Sunday afternoon, shattering temperature records across the county
for a second day and forcing residents
indoors to avoid the scorching sun or
fleeing to seek relief at local pools, rivers
and beaches.
In what was the hottest day of the recent
heat wave, the mercury peaked at 110 in
Cloverdale, 106 in Santa Rosa and 99 in
Petaluma, all records going back as much

as a century, according to the U.S. Weather
Service.
Slightly lower temperatures in the low
90s in Santa Rosa were forecast for today,
but the heat is going to hang around
through the rest of the week.
“There will be some relief, but I don’t
think it’s anything substantial for you,
unfortunately,” said Alyson Hoegg, a meteorologist from AccuWeather.
The soaring temperatures spurred
Andrew Leonard to head out early Sunday
looking to purchase an air conditioner for
his Chanate Road-area home, to no avail.

Trips to several area big box retailers
found them sold out, he said.
“This is definitely hotter weather than
we’re used to,” said Leonard, who works
as a community engagement officer for
Sonoma County. “To have this many consecutive days of consistent heat is definitely difficult.”
On his way back from his fruitless
errand, Leonard said he drove past the
unusual sight of a sidewalk buckled
upward by the heat. The combination of
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High-stakes, high-price House race in Georgia
Previously solid GOP
seat in suburban Atlanta
now a close contest
By JONATHAN MARTIN AND
ALEXANDER BURNS
NEW YORK TIMES

ATLANTA — Taking the
stage in a half-filled airplane
hangar to rally supporters of
Republican candidate Karen
Handel, Health Secretary Tom
Price could not help pointing to
the record-shattering surge of

liberal money
that has flooded into the special House race
here.
“The out-ofstate
money
is crazy,” said
Price,
whose Jon
vacated
con- Ossoff
gressional seat
is up for grabs on Tuesday.
Following Price, Agriculture
Secretary Sonny Perdue, the former Georgia governor, was even
more direct. “I know some of

you out there,
some Republicans may even
be turned off by
our president,”
said
Perdue,
before making
the case for his
boss.
Karen
The
two
Handel
Trump
Cabinet secretaries, both Georgia
Republicans, had unwittingly
revealed the twin hurdles standing in Handel’s path heading
into Tuesday’s election: Dem-

ocratic enthusiasm is soaring
across the country while the
sort of pastel-and-Polo-clad Republicans who reside in this district are uneasy about what they
see in Washington and have
decidedly mixed views of President Donald Trump.
The hard-fought battle for
Price’s seat in Atlanta’s northern reaches has not only become
a financial arms race — by far
the most expensive House contest in history — it has evolved
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